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In the Marquis de Sade’s famous formulation, the Gothic excesses of fiction – ‘new novels in which sorcery and phantasmagoria constitute practically the entire merit’ – are ‘the inevitable result of the revolutionary shocks which all of Europe has suffered’. The reality which followed the French Revolution exceeded in horror anything that could be found in eighteenth-century novels, which ‘became as difficult to write as monotonous to read’. To interest readers anesthetized by the shocks of history, novelists had to ‘call upon the aid of hell itself’ (108-9). The critique of the Gothic was repeated in an anonymous ‘Letter to the Editor’ of Monthly Magazine in 1797, which claims that ‘we have exactly and faithfully copied the SYSTEM OF TERROR, if not in our streets, and in our fields, at least in our circulating libraries, and in our closets.’ Dripping with irony, the author describes the Gothic as ‘the wonderful revolution that has taken place in the art of novel-writing’; just when the novel had become tediously realistic, ‘arose Maximilian Robespierre, with his system of terror, and taught our novelists that fear is the only passion they ought to cultivate’ (‘A Jacobin Novelist’ 300). Tales of ghosts, sorcery and monstrosity were merely fiction’s belated echo of the horrors of revolutionary violence. A similar argument was made following the revolutions in England in the mid-seventeenth century. Ghosts proliferated in the writing of this period too. But these ghosts were largely used ironically, to lampoon or subvert authority. The consequence of the English revolution was, in the view of some conservative commentators, to produce a dangerous scepticism – not merely about spectres, but also about religious faith and political sovereignty. Like the excesses of the Gothic, the ghosts of seventeenth-century popular literature were dangerous, scandalous, and potentially blasphemous: not because they produced terror, as the Gothic did, but rather because they undermined it. Critics of the Gothic argued that its readers might become inured to shock, or passionately over-excited; by contrast, seventeenth-century ghosts produced scepticism and ironic, Epicurean laughter.
	Gothic writers of the eighteenth century often refer to the appearance of ghosts in Shakespearean tragedy as evidence of the continuity in English literary history of their own innovations in the genres of horror (see for example Aikin 282). But ghosts were also a staple of the seventeenth century popular press. These pamphlet ghosts owed more to folklore and to the admonitory spectres of the Mirror for Magistrates tradition than to the dramatic ghost of Senecan or Shakespearean tragedy.​[1]​ Like the stage ghost, the pamphlet ghost demanded revenge, mollification or remembrance from the living. In exchange for these services, ghosts invested the living with their spectral mandate, offered an eternal perspective on politics, sanctified particular interpretations of history and absolutised the exercise of human justice. But libels also used ghosts to satirise famous public figures, inviting readers to reflect as sceptically on politics as they would on a supernatural story. 
Ghost sightings were a favourite topic for pamphleteers, and accounts of supernatural sights, wonders and demons were published frequently in the seventeenth century. Supernatural activity seems to have increased during the civil wars, when a large number of pamphlets described both ‘real’ sightings—wonders and ghosts which the authors wished to persuade readers had actually occurred—and ‘rhetorical’ ghosts, fictive appearances which authors used for conspicuously literary, political or rhetorical effect. Several major philosophical works analysing the doctrinal and physical nature of ghosts, as well as their occurrences from classical antiquity through the present day, also appeared in this period. These developed the spectrological debate between the Zurich pastor Ludvig Lavater, whose Latin treatise was translated into English as Of Ghostes and Spirites Walking by Nyght in 1572, and two Catholics: Noel Taillepied, whose Traité de l’Apparition des Esprits was published in Rouen in 1600, and Pierre le Loyer, whose French treatise was translated as A Treatise of Specters or Straunge Sights, Visions and Apparitions Appearing Sensibly vnto Men in 1605. The demonological interests of James VI and I resulted in the publication of investigations into witchcraft in the early years of the seventeenth century, but after that few new philosophical studies of ghosts were published until the mid-1650s, when the Cambridge Platonists Henry More and Joseph Glanville began publishing their defences of spirit. More’s chief spiritological work is An Antidote against Atheisme (1653), while Glanville’s include A Philosophical Endeavour towards the Defense of the being of Witches and Apparitions (1666; most copies destroyed by the Fire of London, and reissued as Some Philosophical Considerations Touching the Being of Witches and Witchcraft, 1667), A Blow to Modern Sadducism (1668), and Sadducismus Triumphatus: or, Full and Plain Evidence Concerning Witches and Apparitions (1681). In the same period, Robert Boyle published his preface to Perreaud’s Devil of Mascon (1658), and Thomas Bromhall’s A Treatise of Specters (1658) revisited the arguments of Lavater and Le Loyer. These works attempted to defeat what the authors saw as widespread scepticism about ghosts. 
In part, that scepticism was a child of the Reformation; as Lavater had argued, with the refutation of Purgatory and the restoration of the authority of Scripture against superstition, ‘all appearings of Soules and Spirites have quite vanished away’ (183). However, despite the reformed churches’ efforts to stamp out superstition, ghosts continued to be seen and discussed as part of an active folkloric tradition. As Stuart Clark has shown, these debates gradually transformed supernatural visions from a theological into a physical or scientific conundrum (see chapter 6). Although scepticism about spirits had been recorded since the time of the Gospel, when the Sadducees (according to Acts 23:8) refuted the existence of ‘resurrection, or angel, or spirit’, radical skepticism—inspired by Epicureanism and materialism, Pyrrhonist critiques of the fallibility of the senses, and Cartesian mechanism—was apparently fashionable among the upper classes in the mid-seventeenth century. Glanville criticized ‘most of the looser Gentry’ for deriding witches and apparitions: it was not the ‘meer vulgar’ but those of ‘a little higher rank of understandings’ who were most prone to skepticism (A Blow sig. B1v). Glanville and More continued to insist on the possibility of spectres in the face of new theories of the mechanics of vision and optics, as well as Descartes’ subversion of the belief that souls could affect material bodies.​[2]​ More entertained his friend Anne Conway with reports on ghost sightings, while Glanville corresponded with another occultist, Richard Baxter, and promoted their findings to the Royal Society (Conway 341-2, 345). Their interest in spectres has been contextualised as part of their disillusionment with Cartesianism and growing spiritualism starting from the mid-1650s (see Hutton 86 and Hall). However, More and Glanville’s interest in the occult have another context, in the pamphlets of the 1640s and 1650s, and the threat which they believed scepticism posed to the church and state.​[3]​ 
Ghosts interested natural philosophers in part because of the questions they raised about the nature of vision and the psychic interaction between sight, fantasy and reason. But these questions also had political implications. As Clark explains, ‘to problematize sight [...] was to problematize the positive things with which sight was symbolically and metaphorically associated, including many of the values of orthodox politics and political morality’ (256). This essay suggests that defenders of ghosts had to reclaim them from the political satire of the 1640s and 1650s. After outlining the relation between superstition, scepticism, and political obedience in the mid-seventeenth century, it will examine the political ghosts which haunted the popular press. 

1. 	No Bishop, No King; No Spirit, No God.
Coleridge critiqued Lewis’s Gothic tale The Monk as a ‘pernicious’ and ‘irreverent’ blending of ‘all that is most awfully true in religion with all that is most ridiculously absurd in superstition’. The excesses of his narrative show Lewis’s ‘sovereign contempt’ for superstition, but also his insufficient respect for religion (197-8). These criticisms continue a long tradition of viewing superstition as entangled with – and potentially undermining – true faith. Overindulging in wonder for ghosts and monstrosities, Coleridge implies, tips the Gothic over into parody which threatens Christian belief as well. Similarly, many seventeenth-century writers argued that excessive credulity or interest in ghosts might bring the true mysteries of faith into disrepute. Although Protestant reformers associated ghosts with superstition and Catholic greed, they also believed that ghosts fulfilled an important doctrinal function. If ghosts are merely fantasy then

the comfort that Gods Children would feele, should be onely imaginary and phantasticall, not reall: so likewise all the torments and troubles of the soule would have no perpetuity, nor true being; […] hell torments should be onely bug-beares to affright children, & meer conceits; and so likewise those eternall joyes in heaven, and heaven it self should only live, & be in imagination onely. (A True Relation sig. C4)

According to many writers it was the Epicureans, commonly associated with dangerous atheism, who promoted the idea that ghosts were invented to frighten children, women and the feeble-minded. Epicureanism also suggested that people could be politically liberated from their fear of the state by treating ghosts sceptically. According to Henry Hammond, ‘speaking of the eternity of Torments threatned in another world, [Lucretius] confesseth that, if that were true, there would be no way of resisting the religions and threats of the Divines’ (6-7). Lucretius speaks for the hope that people who were relieved of their superstitious fear would be religiously and politically liberated.
Le Loyer makes clear the disciplinary function of devils, ghosts and spirits by analogy: just as ‘in each Common-Wealth, well instituted, there bee executioners ordained, for the punishment of Malefactors, and such as trouble and disturbe the publicke peace, and good of the common-weale’, by which the commonwealth ‘receiveth much more profite and commoditie’, so likewise, God deputes some devils on earth for the profit and defense of the godly (26). Freed from terror of God’s executioner, people would be less likely to fear the king’s. More concluded his Antidote against Atheism by approving ‘that saying [which] was not more true in Politicks, No Bishop, No King; then this is in Metaphysics, No Spirit, no God’ (142). Drawing together these seemingly distinct political and theological debates, More claims that the attack on episcopacy undermined the sovereignty of the king just as the attack on ghosts destroyed faith in God. Equally for Glanville, those who deny the religious and secular traditions which maintained the validity of ghosts might also deny the traditional authorities of law, custom, mitre and crown. Glanville warned that those who can believe that ‘all the wiser world have agreed together to juggle mankinde into a common belief of ungrounded fables; that the sound senses of multitudes together may deceive them,’ will also believe that the ‘Laws are built upon Chymera’s; that the gravest and wisest Judges have been Murderers and the sagest persons Fools, or designing Impostors’ (A Blow 6).
Disbelief in ghosts was also associated with dangerous heterodoxy. For many writers, doubting the reality of spirits was the first step towards materialism and disbelief in the immortality of the soul. The consequences for human behaviour would be disastrous. Thomas Browne, for example, warns that the greatest trick Satan ever pulled, to quote the Usual Suspects, was to convince people that he doesn’t exist. By making men ‘beleeve that apparitions, and such as confirm his existence are either deceptions of sight, or melancholy depravements of phancy’, Satan ‘advanceth the opinion of totall death, and staggereth the immortality of the soul’ (257). To follow Browne’s argument, which he shared with Glanville, if spirits cannot take on material form, then neither can the souls of the dead suffer physically. Scepticism about ghosts would thus lead to the sanctioning of all sorts of licentious behaviour. As one pamphlet asks, ‘how childish the feares of wicked men? and who would, or need fear the terror of that great Judge?’ (A True Relation sig. C4r).
For More and Glanville, one of the most dangerous materialists in this respect was Thomas Hobbes. In his Leviathan, Hobbes admits that ‘there is no doubt, but God can make unnaturall Apparitions,’ though he does so infrequently (1.2, 92-3). Hobbes ridicules occult beliefs in order to undermine the power of religious authorities. He mocks ‘ecclesiastics’ as a genre of ghosts: ‘Ecclesiastiques are Spirituall men, and Ghostly Fathers. The fairies are Spirits, and Ghosts. Fairies and Ghosts inhabite Darknesse, Solitudes, and Graves. The Ecclesiastiques walk in Obscurity of Doctrine, in Monasteries, Churches, and Churchyards’ (2.29, 370). The analogy extended to punishment and sedition. ‘When the Fairies are displeased with any body, they are said to send their Elves, to pinch them. The Ecclesiastiques, when they are displeased with any Civill State, make also their Elves, that is, Superstitious, Enchanted Subjects, to pinch their Princes, by preaching Sedition’ (4.47, 713-4). Hobbes contends that the ecclesiastics use spectral stories, portents and superstitious practices to advance their ‘Ghostly Authority’ over the ‘Civill’. His argument for secularisation was, in many ways, a reassertion of the Protestant critique of the power which Catholic priests exercised through the rituals and fear of Purgatory. But Hobbes also argues that subjects relieved of their superstition would be more easily governed: ‘if this superstitious fear of spirits were taken away, and with it prognostics from dreams, false prophecies, and many other things depending thereon, by which crafty ambitious persons abuse the simple people, men would be much more fitted than they are for civil obedience’ (1.2, 93). However, the Cambridge Platonists read Hobbes as undermining the certainties of spirit, Scripture and state. Henry More challenged ‘such course-grain’d Philosophers as those Hobbians and Spinozians, and the rest of that Rabble’ who ‘slight Religion and the Scriptures, because there is such express mention of Spirits and Angels in them’ (9). Rather than believing in spirits because they were attested by Scripture, adherents of Hobbes and Spinoza had begun to doubt Scripture because it contained stories not conformable to science. 
During the 1640s and 1650s, mass sightings of supernatural phenomena were not uncommon.​[4]​ Paradoxically, however, this period also provoked intense scepticism about the supernatural. For some commentators, purgatory had induced ‘slavish fear [...] whereof many have all their lives long been held in bondage’. The abolition of Purgatory thus effected the liberation of the faithful from the venality and greed of Catholic priests (Henry Jones, Bishop of Clogher, qtd. in Greenblatt 71). But that Reformation was incomplete. Christopher Hill has shown that nonconformists asserted that not only Purgatory but hell itself had been used to prop up religious and political persecution, and seemed ‘if not to justify, at least to put in perspective the cruelty of the law’ (Hill, World Turned Upside Down 178).​[5]​ As Glanville warned, on the satisfactory resolution of the question of whether there are witches ‘depends the Authority and just Execution of some of our Laws; and which is more, our Religion in its main Doctrines is nearly concerned’ (Sadducismus Triumphatus part II, 1).
The restoration of the traditional authorities of church and crown would therefore require a restoration of the connection between divine and temporal punishment. More, Glanville and others set about reconstructing a hierarchy of spirits based on human hierarchies, reversing the conventional justifications for earthly hierarchy as based on divine design. Glanville, for example, conjectures that ‘there is a Government runs from Highest to Lowest, the better and more perfect orders of Being still ruling the inferiour and less perfect’ (A Blow 51); and Richard Baxter presumes that ‘We may gather that in Heaven it self, there will be an orderly Oeconomy and difference of degrees of Superiority and of Glory, when there is so great difference through all the World’ (9). In these ways, debates about the existence of ghosts, witches and spirits were central to the understanding of the immortality of the soul, the relation between the living and the dead, and to the stability of civil and religious authority.

2.	The Pamphlet Ghosts of the Interregnum
Ghosts in the political libels of the 1640s and 1650s were frequently revived for use in acts of literary ventriloquism. Margaret Doody has described ventriloquism as the pre-eminent mode of polemical writing during the British Civil Wars (45). Theatrical ventriloquism was itself regarded as an occult practice, effected through demonic possession. The ‘ventriloqui’ were able, according to Kenelm Digby, to ‘persuade ignorant people that the Divell speaketh from within them deepe in their belly [...] whence it followeth that their voice seemeth to come, not from them, but from somewhat else hidden within them’ (251); and Le Loyer described ventriloquism as a kind of spiritual possession, such as that which possessed oracles (14). Glanville asserted that ‘Ventriloquy, or speaking from the bottom of the Belly’ is ‘a thing I think as strange and difficult to be conceived as any thing in Witchcraft’ and requires ‘such assistance of the Spirits’ (Sadducismus Triumphatus part II, 64). So, the pamphlet ghost who appears at midnight, forcing the writer to record its laments from another world, uses the writer as its ventriloquist; but the writer also ventriloquises his own opinions through the voice of the ghost which he writes.
One of the most famous ghosts to be ventriloquised in this way was Charles I. In a pamphlet published in March 1660, the ghost of King Charles appeared to the author

Not with that look and Majestie Divine
He once on Earth, and now in Heaven doth shine;
But with an Aspect horrider then theirs
Who were his bloody Executioners. (The King Advancing 3)

This ghost is at once familiar, showing the look he had ‘once on Earth’, and transmogrified into an emblematic spectacle of suffering. Although he asks for pity and pacification, the ghost asserts that ‘wishes fail! my blood from Earth doth rise / In reeking vapours, and ascends the skies, / Filling the whole Heav’n with its hollow cryes’ (5). Taking the form of the ‘man of blood’, Charles’s ghost is simultaneously retired from earthly conflict, into the peace of heaven where his enemies cannot touch him, and very much still interested in earthly politics, urging his former subjects to continue the conflict under the leadership of his heir (compare Crawford). This pamphlet depicts a complex transaction between the living and the dead. The king demands revenge, showing a reliance on his people that contradicts the disdain he showed for them in life. Having made his appeal, ‘straight a Majestick face / And divine form, his humane shape did grace’ (5): this interaction with his earthly subject relieves the ghost of his suffering, and allows him to reclaim the immortal political body stripped from him by his execution. The king conveys his divine authority to the living writer, and the writer apotheosizes the king, in a gift exchange which binds together the living and the dead.
Although this pamphlet develops the pathos of Charles’s ghostly form, most of the libels use ghosts for satirical purposes. Humour had been associated with the ghost narrative since the time of Epicurus: ‘The Philosophers of Epicurus sect did jest and laugh’ at reports of spirits, according to Lavater (9), while Le Loyer criticized Lucian’s denial of spirits and his tendency to scoff at his more learned respondents (sig. 21v). An example of a satirical ghost is the exchange between the spectre of Oliver Cromwell and his shrewish wife Joan at Tower Hill. Oliver explains that he has been released from hell because of the ‘decensions, which is always rising between the Devil and I’ (The Case is Altered 6). The couple discuss the inadequacy of their son Richard, who hadn’t enough brains to ruin the country, and Joan complains that as a result, ‘we poor reprobates’ were ‘dasht out of countenance, scoft, scornd, and derided, and even stunck in the nostrils of all sober minded people, worse then your wretched corps, did at the imbalming.’ The intensely polluting corpse—bathed in the stink and infamy of the hangman’s touch—contaminates the politically inadequate heir. This comic dialogue concludes by Cromwell turning on his allies, revealing their ‘true’ nature and voicing a desire for their ruin.
These satires often invoked ghosts in order to punish the living or the dead. One regular victim of satirical haunting was the Archbishop of Canterbury, William Laud. Laud was subjected to an extensive pamphlet campaign, in which texts assailed his dignity, forced him into confessions of treason, and revealed his fear of damnation.​[6]​ Laud’s diary reveals that he was aware of the libel campaign against him. On 11 May 1641, he noted that ‘libels are continually set up in all places of note in the city’ (Laud, Works vol. 3, 83).​[7]​ After Strafford’s execution, Laud notes that ‘no sooner was he gone into his rest, but the libellers, which during that time reviled him, fell on me[...]. And libels and ballads against me were frequently spread through the city, and sung up and down the streets’ (Laud, Works vol. 3, 445-6).​[8]​ He was forced to receive these libels during his imprisonment: on 27 August 1641, ‘a letter, subscribed to John Browne, was thrust under the door of my prison. When I opened it, I found it a most bitter libel’ (Wharton vol. 4, 32). Laud’s diary was also used against him, in an edition strategically edited by William Prynne and printed by order of Commons on 16 August 1644 (Laud, Breviate of the Life of William Laud). This document fuelled criticism of Laud’s superstitious nature: both of an ecclesiastical kind (the innovations in worship and church architecture which he introduced) and a personal one (the credence he gave to dreams and omens).​[9]​ 
Capitalizing on these well-known weaknesses, pamphleteers frequently mocked Laud with supernatural visitations, including one demanding personal revenge. Thomas Bensted, a drum major whom Laud had sentenced to hanging, drawing and quartering, appears to Laud when he was too troubled by his sins, ‘fancies and imaginarie conceits’ to sleep. Though Laud knows that fear and shadows ‘have no substance and are caused by dull and melancholy fancies’ (Canterburies Amazement 2), he suddenly sees ‘the formidable figure of a quartered man: my Resolution now playes the unconstant woman; my whole body is a perpetuall palsie, my sences never were benum’d till now, my rationall part of man begin to forsake my drooping soule’. The ghost emasculates Laud and reveals the weakness of his faith. Bensted tells Laud that he has returned from heaven with a warrant for Laud’s life (5). Heaven has already cast judgement on Laud’s ecclesiastical innovations. But Bensted also haunts Laud for the most traditional of reasons: because his body is unburied. Laud set ‘my dismembred joints upon the gates of this stately Citie for every one to gaze on’, an action which ‘favourd not of that Christianitie which you seem’d to professe, unlesse it were of that superstitious Religion, that practices onely blood, and builds them Altars with the bones of Martyrs’ (7). Bensted’s ghost begs for the restitution of his remains, complaining that when his friends approach London Bridge, ‘then is their griefe renewed with anxietie of mind, ready to strike them dead when they see my head, as if I were set up on purpose to crosse and perplexe them, or to examine their private businesses, or wherefore they come’ (7). The ghost terrorizes Laud, just as the friends are terrorized by the sight of Bensted’s remains.
Another in the procession of ghosts who appeared to Laud during his confinement in the Tower was his friend Thomas Wentworth, the Earl of Strafford. The two were imprisoned together, though Strafford was executed nearly four years before Laud. In one pamphlet Strafford returns to reprove Laud and to dispel the false rumour ‘that I doe love thee.’ He asks why Laud fears him: ‘What substance have I to make thee affraid’, ‘A voice, a shade, or fancy at the most?’ (The Deputies Ghost n.p.). As in many of these pamphlets, Strafford alludes to debates about the nature of ghosts in order to imply that Laud’s fear is not the product of the apparition itself, but rather of his superstition, guilt and lack of faith. Like all the ghostly assaults on Laud, the pamphlet imagines penetrating the Archbishop’s seclusion and informing him of the public hate. Strafford declares that ‘In any place where men abroad doe walke, / When dyes the Bishop? thus they use to talke’. Passing ‘unseene’ through the streets, the ghost sees ‘the multitudes of paper sheets, / Sent from the Presse, and thus they cry them still, / Come buy a booke concerning little Will’. In a dizzying twist, this ghost alerts a fictional representation of a real person about the existence of books such as the one in which the ghost himself has been created. If Laud could see these books, it ‘were enough to make you run starke mad’: but this book brings itself to his attention in order to madden him. Strafford concludes by informing Laud that he will not see Bensted’s ghost when he is finally executed, for Bensted will be in heaven; one fictional ghost alludes to a visit by another.
Like the libel slipped under Laud’s door, ghosts could penetrate his seclusion. Ghosts could go anywhere; in this regard they resemble the imaginative mobility of the author. The ghost of the famous satirist Tom Nashe could ‘cut through th’Ayre’, ‘ferrit’ in the earth, ‘And in an Augure hole my selfe can hide, / And heare their knaveries and spie unspide’ (Tom Nash his Ghost sig. A1v). Just as he had done when he was a living writer, Nashe’s ghost can spy into private spaces, overhear conversations and publicise confessions to the world. Stephen Greenblatt has described ‘spectral vagrancy’ as central to the fear ghosts aroused (108). But such vagrancy was also typical of libels—and made ghosts incredibly useful rhetorical devices.​[10]​ Their spectrality also made them both less and more trustworthy. Although they are invoked in a genre which is synonymous with deception for many readers, the ghost also proclaims that he speaks with an eternal veracity. Standing outside the law, beyond the reach of earthly powers, ghosts are more credible than the living. Tom Nashe, became even more truthful when he was dead. The ghost of Nashe is completely uninterested in pleasing an audience, and liberated (as the Epicureans promised) from fear of retribution by the law: ‘I am a Ghost, and Ghosts doe feare no Lawes; / Nor doe they care for popular Applause’ (Tom Nash his Ghost sig. A1v). Nashe’s declaration of independence can also be read as a vindication of the satirical author more generally, including the author of this pamphlet.
Ghosts also transformed the psychic punishment of being pursued by shame or guilt into a spatial ubiquity. Like an avenging fury, the ghost could hound the guilty always and everywhere. For example, in one pamphlet a captain’s ghost accuses a count of prevailing upon him to murder an innocent gentleman. Although the count has evaded justice in life, the ghost promises that

I will Haunt and Torment you in all your intended Divertisements, in your Visits and your Feasts, your Closet and your Bed; I will imbitter all your injoyments; I’ll make you uncapable of taking any pleasure in your great Relations, or your large Possessions, your full Coffers, or your Honourable Titles, your stately Buildings, or your curious Gardens. I will be continually sounding in your Ears, the dismal Horrors, and unexpressable Torments I suffer for your sake; and never hope that you shall be rid of my Company, for I will haunt you as long as you live on earth, and then to the Grave. (The Captain’s Ghost 2).

The ghost threatens a terrible intimacy: it will be there in the same closet, the same bed with the guilty party, weaving through his legitimate pastimes and possessions, pursuing him even into the afterlife.
A similar spectral vagrancy allowed ghosts, and thereby writers and readers, to penetrate the sacred or reserved spaces of political power. In a dialogue between the ghosts of Charles and Cromwell, Cromwell begs the king’s forgiveness for invading the privacy of his royal dwelling and for plotting ‘to ruine you and yours, and to set my self in your sted’ (A Dialogue betwixt the Ghost of Charls 5). Cromwell confesses that he was troubled in life by the ‘sting of Conscience’: ‘to tell you the truth my Reign was (as all Usurpers must be) more like to a Hell then a Heaven, my Palace being a Prison to me; …and if I had had not Enemies, my own thoughts had been enough; for if I lookt one way me thought I see you without a Head bleeding afresh, as if there had been a Deluge, to drown’d me and all my Crew in blood’ (8). The ghost provides an insight into Cromwell’s private thoughts. Unlike Charles, Cromwell died in bed. This peaceful death prevented his opponents from examining his body or his rhetoric for signs of corruption on the scaffold, and suggests providential approval for his life and policies. This pamphlet uses the ghost in order to trespass both in domestic or architectural spaces, and in the private spaces of Cromwell’s body and mind.
Another pamphlet, published in 1659, describes how the ghost of the regicide John Bradshaw is tormented by bad conscience. ‘Pacing up and downe the dismal shades of the more frightfull night,’ Bradshaw was ‘at last encountered, to its owne terror, by the Apparition of the late K. Charles’ (Bradshaw’s Ghost 4). Charles confronts the ghost of the regicide majestically, demanding ‘what art thou (bold fiend) that thus darest trouble these forbidden lodgings’. Bradshaw’s ghost answers that he is ‘condemn’d with unwearied walking, to trace this loathed place’. Like Cromwell, Bradshaw admits that while he was alive, he was plagued by ‘ghastly visions’ of Charles’ headless corpse. As he recalls the king’s ‘calm though provok’d Majesty…disdaining the terrors of an enforced death’, he is ‘torn in pieces with amazement’ and feels ‘the everlasting torments of a reprobated soul’. These torments make him wish for ‘controverted Purgatory,’ rather than the hell which was specially prepared for him. Pamphlets like these revenge themselves on the regicides, afflicting them with eternal suffering and enacting in literary form the symbolic destruction which was often meted out to enemies of the public. When Cromwell, Bradshaw and Ireton’s remains were hanged, their heads set up on poles on Westminster Hall, and their trunks reburied under the gallows at Tyburn on 30 January 1661, they were subjected to a ritual of ‘multiple death’ which excluded them from the community of the just. Such rituals were not uncommon in this period (Edwards, Lenihan, and Tait 21). These material practices can be compared to the exhumation, desecration and punishment of remains in satires and libels.
While custom maintained that the executed criminal had paid their debts to the state by death, such ritual desecration implies that the dead are still deeply involved in earthly politics. In the libels of the 1640s and 1650s those put to death by the state are either revived to condemn the corrupt powers which took their lives, or to make a posthumous confession of their guilt. Unlike Bradshaw or Cromwell, Strafford had been executed. However, his scaffold confession in 1641 was widely regarded as a proud refusal to fulfil the generic expectations of piety and penitence.​[11]​ Rather than reconciling himself to Parliament, Strafford had complained of the people’s bloodlust and prophesied a rising tide of violence. Several pamphlets resurrect the Earl to resolve this unfinished business by making a full and obsequious first-person confession. In his visitation to Laud, the ghost of Strafford admits that ‘to dye I truely had deserved’, because of his allegiance with Laud ‘to subvert / The fundamentall Lawes and Government, / Confirmed by the course of Parliament’, and ‘To pull down truth and set up superstition’ (The Deputies Ghost n.p.). Another pamphlet lists Strafford’s atrocities in Ireland, before forcing the ghost to confess that ‘I was made an Instrument i’ my life time to set these warres o’foot, for which my afflicted Ghost (haunted with horror) can take no rest, so long as they continue; ther’s not a man falls, nor a wound given, but I am sensible of it, I smart for’t, so closely am I follow’d by Divine Justice’ (The Earl of Strafford’s Ghost 2). Strafford’s ghost shows that divine justice is consonant with earthly justice, concluding obsequiously that ‘I cannot but acknowledge my thankfulnesse to you for freeing your Countrey of the danger my longer life would have made it lyable to…as soon as you tooke off my head, my minde was alter’d’ (2). In place of Purgatory, a punitive domain where human activity could still affect the fortunes of the dead, such spectral trials offer a secular, political contiguity between earth and the afterlife. Hell is a place where earthly justice is perpetually re-enacted; heaven is a refuge for the unjustly accused. These characterisations cast light on the validity of earthly judgements, sanctifying or undermining the decisions of the law.
These libels revive political actors in order to satisfy not their own unfinished business, but the reader’s. The excesses of hatred, guilt, shame or anger which have not been contained by the execution or death of a political figure spill over into the afterlife. Pamphlet ghosts demand expiation, remembrance and mollification, often through political resistance to their successors. However, in the libels it is not the ghosts which pursue and torment the living, but vice versa. The author’s imaginative mobility is embodied as spectral vagrancy; the author’s sense of injustice is symbolized by hellfire; and the author’s need to continue the conversation with those made safe by death is satisfied by fictional dialogues. Ghosts allow writers to proclaim their secret knowledge and penetrate private spaces, to display their subject’s secret interiority and to ventriloquize famous political figures. The traffic in ghosts binds together different temporalities (past, present and future) and different spaces (hell and heaven, the prison cell and the palace chamber). And by playing on the Protestant characterisation of ghosts as either demonic or delusional, both qualities are attributed to political figures.
Ghosts can bind together members of a community. In the libels, the appearance of the ghost maintains that relationship between the writer, the reader, and the dead which the rituals of execution, dying and burial have severed, and seeks a new community of political scepticism or activism through the shared encounter with ghosts. However, ghosts are also divisive figures. They are pursued by earthly justice in an afterlife which is made to seem not only interested in human activities, but contingent on them. They demonstrate to readers not only the infusion of the world by spirit, but also the afterlife by temporal politics. They also refer to forms of consensus which mechanist theories and political upheaval were eroding: the belief that divine retribution is a consequences of decisions made in this life, that the soul is immortal, that history is providentially organised and that the eye and the imagination—though manipulable—can give access to truth. 
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^1	  On the Senecan ghost, see F. W. Moorman. On the influence of the Mirror for Magistrates, see Willard Farnham.
^2	  On Descartes’ scepticism about ghosts, see Andrew Fix (540).
^3	  On More’s response to Descartes, see Hall; Webster;  and Cottingham.
^4	  See Walsham; Valletta (chapter 4); Capp (chapter 2); and Hill, Antichrist in Seventeenth-Century England.
^5	  On the English Platonists’ attitude towards hell, see Walker 104-178.
^6	  This process was not uncommon in libels; see Shuger 96-7.
^7	  See also Cogswell 277, 288-93.
^8	  On the variety of means by which libels were circulated, see Bellany 154.
^9	  In 1635 Laud also encouraged the interrogation of a ghost, to find out what it had to say about the death of an infamous bishop, John Atherton (Marshall 78).
^10	  Adam Smyth writes that ‘one of the features of libels that seems to have most alarmed those responsible for the control of the press was precisely their mobility and placelessness’ (81).
^11	  On the ritual of the execution, see my English Funerary Elegy in the Seventeenth Century, chapter 4.
